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I. Introduction
Background of the textile industry
The textile industry stands as one of the world's largest and most
dynamic sectors, encompassing a wide array of products including
clothing, household textiles, technical textiles, and more. The industry
relies heavily on global supply chains and international transport to bring
its products to market. However, this globalization has brought forth
specific challenges, particularly in terms of transport efficiency and
protecting sensitive textile products from moisture damage.

Challenges in textile transport
Textile products are often highly susceptible to moisture, leading to mold
growth, odor issues, and structural damage to fibers. It is crucial to
address this vulnerability to ensure the quality of textile products and
minimize financial losses. Additionally, textile companies need to focus
on maximizing the efficiency of sea container usage to save costs and
promote environmentally friendly practices.

High-Quality Moisture Protection: The lining creates an effective moisture barrier inside the container,
safeguarding textile products from harmful humidity, regardless of the weather conditions during transport.
Designed for textiles, among other things: The Container Liner Plus is adapted to the needs of the textile
industry. As the container is sealed airtight, it prevents foul odours from moisture and/or mould and keeps out
insects.

II. Container Liner Plus: An Innovative Solution
Introduction to Container Liner Plus
The Container Liner Plus is an advanced solution specifically designed to address the challenges of textile transport.
This revolutionary shipping container solution allows textile companies to transport their products safely and
efficiently over long distances, while preventing moisture damage and reducing costs.

Unique features and benefits
The Container Liner Plus is distinguished by its unique features, including:

Customization for the textile industry
The Container Liner Plus has been developed with the textile industry in mind. It offers not only protection but also
efficiency, which has a significant impact on the profitability of textile companies.

https://www.praxas.com/en/
https://www.praxas.com/en/praxascontainerpack.html
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III. Importance of Moisture Damage Prevention
Impact of moisture damage on textiles
Moisture damage can be catastrophic for textile products, leading to mold formation, odor problems, and structural
damage, resulting in product loss and reputational damage for textile companies.

Traditional methods and shortcomings
Traditional transport methods offer insufficient protection against moisture, and textile products are often
vulnerable to condensation and humidity inside sea containers. These shortcomings result in significant financial
losses and operational complications.

Container Liner Plus as a solution
The Container Liner Plus is the perfect solution for moisture-related challenges in textile transport. This lining
ensures that textile products arrive safely without any form of moisture damage. It prevents condensation and
provides a constant humidity level, regardless of transport conditions.

IV. Efficiency and Cost Savings
Optimising Textile Transport: Less Damage, Less Transport, More
Profit
One of the main challenges in textile transport is minimising damage to
products during transportation. Damage not only leads to loss of quality
but also forces companies to make more transports to replace the lost
products. This increases transport costs and reduces profit margins.
Traditional transport methods often leave room for inefficiencies,
resulting in unused space and sub-optimal loading of shipping
containers.

Lower Cost per Unit, Increased Profitability
As damages are minimised, replacement costs for damaged products
drop dramatically. This reduces total transport costs per unit. Fewer
replacements mean fewer transports, which further reduces costs and
increases profit margins.

Environmentally-friendly transport
More efficient use of available space in shipping containers is not just
about saving costs; it also translates into environmentally friendly
benefits. With fewer shipments, fuel consumption and emissions are
reduced, contributing to more sustainable business practices. This is
not only good for the company but also for the environment, giving the
company a positive impact on the planet.

https://www.praxas.com/en/
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VI. Conclusion: Setting a New Standard in Textile Transport
Summary of benefits of Container Liner Plus
The Container Liner Plus represents a revolution in textile transport. It
provides high-quality protection against moisture, optimises space in
shipping containers, reduces unit costs and promotes environmentally
friendly practices. This solution has proven to improve the quality of
textile products and increase companies' profitability.

The impact on the textile industry
Textile companies that have integrated Container Liner Plus have seen
a significant improvement in their operational efficiency and financial
results. Customer satisfaction has increased due to the consistent
quality of products, and companies have strengthened their position in
the market as reliable suppliers.

Future developments and opportunities
With the continuous evolution of technologies and materials, the future
of textile transport is promising. Container Liner Plus continues to
adapt to the needs of the industry, with continuous innovations that
increase efficiency and improve protection

VII. Contact Us and Explore the Possibilities
Contact information for inquiries
Contact Praxas today to explore the potential of Container Liner Plus for your textile business. Our expert team is ready
to answer your questions, arrange demonstrations, and discuss tailored solutions tailored to your specific needs.

V. Implementation Considerations
Installation and ease of use
The Container Liner Plus is designed with user-friendliness in mind. Installation is straightforward and requires
minimal training for personnel. This minimizes disruption to ongoing operational activities.

Logistics and supply chain benefits
In addition to protecting textile products, the Container Liner Plus offers benefits in logistics and supply chain
processes. It minimizes returns and enhances the efficiency of the entire distribution chain.

Risk reduction and reliability
Textile companies face significant risks due to moisture damage during transport. Implementing the Container Liner
Plus drastically reduces this risk, enabling companies to guarantee reliable deliveries and reduce the likelihood of
financial losses.

https://www.praxas.com/en/
mailto:info@praxas.com

